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A FOURIER TRANSFORM MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUE FOR INTERPRETING 
MAGNETIC ANOMALIES OF SOME TWO-DIMENSIONAL BODIES’ 

O.P. GUPTA~ 

ABSTRACT 

The paper deals wirh the Fourier mmsfom analysis of magnet- 
ic amna,ics to obtain drpth~s) Of burial of S”nx W”-dimensional 
magnc,iLed tmdirs: a Yellicd fault, a rwo-dimensional dipping 
dike, a vertical sheet with finite or infinite depth exlrnt and a hari- 
rantkit circular cylinder. It is considered that the body is uniformly 
magnetised in the Earth’s field. Simple formulas are derived 
which enable determination of depths to rhe different models. 
Prior knowledge “f any geophysical parulerers is nor require* in 
interpreting these momdies. 

The algorithm is developed in a compact indexed form which 
can readily he programmed on a computer. It is applied to synthet- 
ic data with and withour random error for vwious test examples. It 
is ak.7 applied to IWO field pr”hlems, namely, over the Pima cop- 
per mine in Arizona (USA) and in the Kishangnnj area m Bihar 
,hsaj. me depths ubrained are compared wim drilling an* E.iE- 
mc infamlatlon. 

Estimation of depth of burial, dip, width, density and 

strength of magnetisation from observed gravity and mag- 

netic data are some of the prime objectives of interpreta- 

tion in exploration geophysics. In oil exploration, this 

interpretation usually amounts to estimating the thickness 

of the sediments in basins. In mineral exploration, it is to 

find the depth of burial of ore bodies. Since the time of 

Peters’s (1949) classic paper, many different approaches 

have been developed, and there have been numerous 

attempts to utilise computers for interpretation of gravity 

and magnetic data (Koulomrine et al., lY7O; Hartman et 

al., 1971; Naudy, 1971; O’Brien, 1972; Hammer, 1977; 

Thompson, 1982; and Gupta, 1983~1, b). 

In the last few years. there has been a growing interest 

on the part of geoscientists to interpret potential-field data 

in the frequency domain where the inherent characteristics 

of the data are not altered. Fourier transform analysis, 

therefore, has emerged as an interesting and powerful tool 

for geophysical data interpretation. This has been used by 

Boteratu (1970) for the separation of gravity and magnetic 

anomalies, Kanasewich and Agarwal (1970) in analytic 

continuation, Agarwal and La1 (1971) for calculating the 

second derivative and Davis (1971) in the filtering process 

of field data. Odegard and Berg (1965), Gudmundsson 

(1966). Sharma and Geldan (1968), Bhattacharya (lY71), 

Rao and Avasthi (1973) and Sengupta (1983) have used 

spectral analysis for estimating the depth of burial of vari- 

ous bodies. 

The present paper deals with the Fourier transform anal- 

ysis of some two-dimensional (2-D) magnetic anomalies, 

namely, those due tc a vertical fault extending to infinity in 

the strike or )’ directlon, a 2-D dipping dike with its normal 

section parallel to the XI plane, a vertical sheet with finite 

or infinite depth extent extending infinitely in the strike 

direction and a 2-D horizontal cylinder with its normal sec- 

tion parallel to the xz plane (Figure 1). It is considered that 

the body is uniformly magnetized in the Earth’s field. 

Simple formulas are derived which allow determination of 

the depth(s) by minimizing certain mathematical expres- 

sions involving the field data in the frequency domain. 

Present mathematical studies reveal that the Fourier 

transform minimisation analysis of magnetic anomalies is 

sufficient to provide necessary geophysical information. It 

is also observed that prior knowledge of any geophysical 

parameters, such as susceptibility contrast, dip of the body, 

etc., is not required in interpreting these anomalies. The 

algorithm is developed in a compact indexed form suitable 

for efficient programming. It is applied on various test 

examples. Finally, it is applied to two field problems. 
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(a) VERTICAL FAULT MODEL 

Magnetic North 

(b) 2-D DIPPING DIKE MODEL 

It) VERTICAL SHEET WITH 

FINITE DEPTH EXTENT MODEL/ 

INFINITE DEPTH EXTENT MWEL(h2+-) 

Fig. 1. Diagrams for various simple geometrical structures. 

THEORY 

Interpretation of isolated anomalies is usually based 

upon consideration of geometrically simple bodies. Such 

simple forms seldom match with the actual forms that geo- 

logic SOUIC~S have. Nevertheless, the depths obtained 

under such assumptions are usually found to be in good 

agreement with the actual depths. 

The magnetic effect, M (or anomalous magnetic field 

strength), due to a subsurface source observed at ground 

level, in general can be written as: 

K&) = &~,,,(x) , (1) 

where m = t, L, h for M = AT, AZ, AH, respectively; n = I, 

2, 3, 4 for the four different anomaly-causing bodies: n = I 

denotes the vertical fault; n = 2, the dipping dike: n = 3, the 

vertical sheet with finite or infinite depth extent; and n = 4, 

the horizontal circular cylinder. A,,,,[ are the amplitude coef- 

ficients and I&,,, [equations (2) to (5)] are the index param- 

(d) HORlZONTlY CIRCXJUR CYLINDER MODEL 

eters. These parameters are defined by Gay (1963, 1965). 

Grant and West (1965) and Atchuta Rae et al. (1980, 1983) 

for total field (A71, vertical field (AZ) and horizontal field 

(AH) and are given in Table I. 

R,,,,(x) = (l/Z) I”[( x2+ /+(I’+ h;)]cosel,, 

+ [td( x//f,) tan ‘( x/hJ]s’n em,, , (2) 

R,,>>(x) 

= (112) ln{[( x + /I)’ + h*],[(,r - b)’ + h’]} sin On,, 

+{taI-‘Kr+h)/hl - tan~‘L(s-h)/hl~coso”,~, (3) 
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Amplitude Index parameter 
n m coeflicient A,, %!! 

t 2kToP ZJ-90" 
1 

f; 
2kT& J 
2kT,$sin h J-90" 

t 2kT& sin 6 ZJ-S-90" 
2 z 2kTo$ sin S J-S 

h ZkT,x@sin S sin h J-6-90" 

t 2kToPp ZJ-1~30~ 
3 z 2kTQ$ J-90" 

h 2kTo$ sin h J-180" 

1 2kToP 2J-180" 
4 z 2kT& J- 90" 

h ZkT,@sin h J-180" 

Table 1. Values of amplitude coefticient and the index parameter. 

k = susceptibility contrast. 
To = normal level of the total magnetic field intensity. 
f. = inclination 01 the normal geomagnetic field vector. 
A = strike of the body measured clockwise from magnetic north. 
S = dipof the body. 
J = tan -1 (tan IO I sin h) = 16 (inclination in the vertical plane 

containing Ox), 
p = 1-COS210C0s2h. 

In a field environment, the continuous function M,, (x) 

for particular values of m and n is sampled at different val- 

ues of x. In any case, suppose there are altogether a total of 

N samples of M,, (x), In this case the Fourier transform of 

M,, (x) can be obtained using discrete Fourier transform 

(DFT) theory i.e.: 

N I 

ReFm”(w,,)=CM,,,(jAx)cos(opjAx), (9) 
i=n 

N-l 

ImFm”(w~)=CM,~(jAx)sin(w~jA.r), (10) 
i= I, 

where p = 0, I, 2, , N-l, Ax is the station interval, and 

ton = 2np I (NAx) are the discrete known spatial frequen- 

cies at which Re F,, (w,,) and Im F,,, (co,,) are known. 

Often in practice A,, and Omn have to be estimated from 

geologic or other geophysical studies prior to interpreta- 

tion. It is, therefore, essential to remove these parameters. 

By taking advantage of relations (7) and (8) and making 

use of relations (9) and (IO), A,,, and O,, are eliminated 

and we obtain the following relations at o = o,,: 

R,,(X) = s[(xsin8n,3 -k,c~~~m,)l(~2+k~)-(~Si~~mi-k,~~~~m~)/(~Z+k~)], (4) 

R,,(X) =&[(k* -x2)~~~On,4+ 2xksinOm4],(x2 +k’)’ (3 

The real and imaginary components of the Fourier trans- 

form of M,,(x) are defined as: 

ReFm(w) - iImFm,(w) =A_ m[Rm(x)em*.&. (6) 

where w is the continuous spatial frequency in radians per 

unit length. The real and imaginary components of the 

Fourier transform of M,,(x) are 

Re F,, (a) = A’,, cos 8,, P, (w) (7) 

and 

Im F,,, (a) = A>, sin Omn P, (a), (8) 

where 

Ai I = rrAnf, . A;,? = 2rAm2 , 

A’ 013 = rrsA”,, , Al4 = rr2r7Aml, 

P, = (;““I - L”“‘)/cu, Pz = e~“h(sinho)/w, 

-oh -‘Ah2 
P3=e l-e ( P4=oeP, 

for all positive values of 0. 

ReF,n( ~‘p ) C(%) 
Vm(%) P,(“o) 

Im F,,, ( up ) 
= Tam,,(“,,) .n= 1,2, 

ReFmn( w p) P”( UP> 
ReL(w,) = P”(q) 

(11) 

(12) 

Further, from the above relations we obtain the follow- 

ing equations: 

ReF_,(w~)=~mn(~.,k,.k2), n= 1.3 

ReFn,h(wp) =Q,>,a(mn 4 3 
where 

(13) 
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Q n/ 2 = Rep”, 2 ( WC, ) E [ ~“l’ibi”(W,,h),lU,,b], 

4 I>/ 3 
=Re~“,~(w,)[(e~~w,.i’, up “‘,~“>),(C~u,‘, -,~‘%)] 

(0 ,I/ 4 = ReFn, d (14) 

The unknowns in equations (13), h,, h2, h and h, can be I) is required. For the case of the vertical fault, the 2-D 

obtained by minimiration with respect to the one or two dipping dike and the vertical sheet with infinite depth 

unknowns, depending upon the case. Minimizetion of the extent, the followin& mathematical formula can be used to 

equations (I 3) is expressed by the following: obtain the value at .r = 0: 

N 

w”,,(h,,%)= CIRe~niI (“,j) - Q ,,/I (WP 44$ (4 ,>-0 

(b) 

v I 

W,,,,(h) = C[R%(%) - LP,A]~. 
/7LI 

(Cl (13 

(4 

0, for synthetic data without error. 

minimum, for data with error. (e) 

These equations can be solved by the method of Fletcher 

and Powell (1963) or Fletcher and Reeves (1964). 
In the case of a vertical sheer with infinite depth extent 

(AZ + - , n = 3). equation (1%) can be further simplified 

to give v,,,? (h,). Differentiatin& this simplified equation 

(1%) with respect to h,, yields: 

z[Re F,,,>(w~,) - Re t.~(~,~,~~‘“““‘]~~~~~~“““’ 

=o. (16) 

LOCATION OF x = 0 

In order to implement the theory developed in the previ- 

ous section to field problems. the location of s = 0 (Figure 

WV = Mm,, + Ki,, , (17) 

where M,,,,, and IVI,~, are the maximum and minimum 

anomaly values along a profile. The algorithm developed 

by Bancrjee (19721 can bc used for other cases. 

TEST EXAMI’IXS 1,~” Dtscusstou 

The method of Fletcher and Powrll (1963) was used to 

solve the equations (IS). It is clear from Table 2 that the 

equations (IS) give the exact values of h,, hz. h, and h 

when using data without error. After adding f 2 percent 

random error Into the synthetic data, the depth obtained is 

within * 2 percent in the cast of the horizontal cylinder 

and f 8 percent /k 6 percent in the case of vertical sheets 

with finite/infinite depth extent. In the case of the vertical 



fault, k2 is approximately equal to k, (1 + E) where E is of 

the order of IV. Comparing the computed depths with the 

actual k, and h,, the percentage error is large. However, 

if we compare this computed depth with Z, = (k, + k2)/ 2 
(Figure I). the percentage error is within f 4 percent. This 

indicates that the throw of a fault can not be determined if 

the data contain error. In the case of gravity data analysis, 

the same conclusion was drawn by Gupta (1983b). In the 

case of a 2-D dipping dike, the depth can be obtained with- 

in + I5 percent. However, the width h can not be deter- 

mined when the data contain error. Nevertheless. h may be 

approximated from the following formula: 

hi V?h [l.O- ~hM”,2(0)/Rek,2(01,)]. (IX) RESULTS OF INTERPRETATION OF DEPTH 

This formula can be derived from the relations (I), (3) and 

(7). The computed h values are listed in Table 2. 

Computed Depths in km 

MO& Model Using synthetic Using synthetic 
NO. depth data without data with f2% 
n (km) error random error 

A,,,, = 100 units 8,” = 30” 

(1) :i 

1.0 1.0 1.4418 
1.5 1.5 1.4418 

"2 2.0 2.0 1.4418 

(2) ; 0.5 0.5 0.3878 42.44 
2.0 2.0 2.2895 14.47 

(3) 2 1.0 1.0 1.0737 7.37 
2.0 2.0 2.1176 5.88 

141 h 3.0 3.0 3.0534 1.78 

Table 2. Theoretical results obtained by solving equations (15) for 
various models. 

*In this case formula (18) was used. 

FIELD EXAMPLES 

Two field examples are considered. The first example 

(Figure 2) is taken from Gay (1963) in connection with a 

geological discovery in Arizona (USA), the Pima copper 

mine. The calculated depth is found to be 194 ft (59.1 m) 

while the actual depth as confirmed by drilling is 209 ft 

(63.7 m): Gay predicted the depth to be 229 ft (69.X m). 

We would have, perhaps, acquired a more improved result 

if we could have dealt with the original data. The data used 

were obtained from the published figure (Gay, 1963) with 

the help of a digit&r. 

The second example (Figure 3) is the vertical magnetic 

anomaly observed near Kishanganj in Bihar (India). The 

depth to the body is found to be 3.68 km while seismic 

study estimates the value to be of the order of 3 to 4 km in 

the area. Drilling data are not available. 

FOURIER TRANSFORM MAGNETIC MtNlMtZPmON 

:ALC”LATEO BY PRESENT METHO 194 FT 15% nl) 

CALCULATED; GAY 1,963, 229 FT (68 Brn) 

DRILLING 209 FT ,63,7rn) 

Fig. 2. Interpretation of a wtiical magnetic anomaly over the Pima 
copper mine in Arizona. 

1”, 

OlRECTiON N - s 

RESULT OF INTERPRETATION 

OEPTH OBTAINLO iElS"lC DRILLING 

3-68 Km. 3.0 c.0 Knl ? 

0 Ii 3i 

OISTANCE IN MLES- 

Fig. 3. interpretation of a “eRical magnetic anomaly over the 
Kishanganj area, India; 32.0 mi = 51.5 km. 
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C0NCLUS10US 

It is shown that the Fourier transform minimiration tech- 

nique is a powerful tool for depth estimation. The potential 

advantage of this method is that it serves as an additional 

hand to an interpreter when the geophysical parameters arc 

not known in advance. The algorithm is presented in a 

compact indexed form suitable for efficient programming. 

Similar analysis can be extended to the gradients of the 

total field. vertical field and horizontal field: and the verti- 

cal &radian of the Earth’s magnetic field can be practically 

measured (see Barongo, 1985). 
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